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Framework-Oriented Development

• Framework provides:

– Concepts

– Means of instantiating these concepts– Means of instantiating these concepts

• Framework Completion



FSML

• Framework-Specific Modeling Language:

– a kind of Domain-Specific Modeling Language

– used for modeling framework-based software

– Enables RTE over non-trivial model-code mapping– Enables RTE over non-trivial model-code mapping

• express models showing how framework-provided 

concepts and their features are used in framework-

based applications



Characterizing Framework Completion

• Concept configuration

• Open-Ended Programming with restriction



Challenges of Framework Completion

– Knowing how to complete a framework

– Obtaining application overview

– Following ‘rules of engagement’– Following ‘rules of engagement’

– Repetitive code in concept instantiation

– Migration to evolved API



Addressing the Challenges

• FSML consists of:

– Abstract syntax

– Mapping of this syntax to framework API

– Concrete syntax (optional)– Concrete syntax (optional)

• Round-Trip Engineering

– Multi-directional synchronization



Agile RTE (1)

• FSMLs fill the abstraction gap between 
framework-provided concepts and framework-
completion code

• Synchronization procedure involves:

– Reverse Engineering

– Comparison

– Reconciliation

– Forward Engineering



Agile RTE (2)



Eclipse Workbench Part Interaction 

(WPI) – FSML (1)

Abstract Syntax



WPI – FSML (2)

Mapping abstract syntax to the framework API

mapping EditorPart(EditorPart ep <-> Class editor);

• key name• key name

←ep.name = editor.name;

→ RENAME(editor, ep.name);

• optional partId

←ep.partId = EDITORID(editor);

→ EDITORID(ep.qualifier + "." + ep.name, ep.partId);



WPI - Prototype

WPI – FSML captures an aspect of Eclipse plug-in 

development.

Steps involved:Steps involved:

– create a sample Eclipse plugin using wizard

– reverse-engineer the plug-in code to create its 

WPI model

– modify and synchronize



WPI - Model



Conclusion

• Paper proposes the concept of FSML with full 

round-trip engineering (fine-grained mapping)

• Addresses many challenges of framework 

completioncompletion

• Enable developers to modify application code

• Presented implementation prototype giving a 

proof of concept, though quite elementary.
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Discussion

• Forward mappings may need some orchestration 

mechanism, in case of sophisticated dependencies 

among artifacts.

• Requires explicit annotations for reverse engineering, 

so manual changes to the code would not be natural.so manual changes to the code would not be natural.

• No direct support for call graphs and include 

dependencies.

• A single FSML would cover a small functionalities of 

Framework!



Thanks!Thanks!


